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PROTECTION OF THE IDENTITY OF JOURNALISTS’ INFORMANTS 
Motion 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan — Leader of the House) [3.53 pm]: I move — 

That new standing order 201, as outlined in the schedule to this motion, be adopted by the Council and 
that the standing orders be renumbered accordingly. 

Schedule 

201. Protection of the Identity of Journalists’ Informants 
(1) Where a journalist is examined before a Committee or the Council and, in the course of such 

examination, is asked to disclose the identity of the journalist’s informant and refuses, the 
Council shall consider whether to excuse the answering of the question pursuant to section 7 of 
the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891. 

(2) In considering a matter under (1), the Council shall only order the disclosure of the identity of 
a journalist’s informant if the Council is satisfied that, having regard to the issues to be 
determined in the proceeding, the public interest in the disclosure of the identity of the 
informant outweighs — 
(a) any likely adverse effect of the disclosure of the identity on the informant or any other 

person; and 

(b) the public interest in the communication of facts and opinions to the public by the 
news media and, accordingly also, in the ability of the news media to access sources 
of facts. 

(3) Without limiting the matters that the Council may have regard to for the purposes of this 
Standing Order, the Council must have regard to the following matters — 

(a) the probative value of the identifying evidence in the proceeding; 

(b) the importance of the identifying evidence in the proceeding; 

(c) the nature and gravity of the subject matter of the proceeding; 

(d) the availability of any other evidence concerning the matters to which the identifying 
evidence relates; 

(e) the likely effect of the identifying evidence, including the likelihood of harm, and the 
nature and extent of harm that would be caused to the informant or any other person; 

(f) the means available to the Council to limit the harm or extent of the harm that is 
likely to be caused if the identifying evidence is given; 

(g) the likely effect of the identifying evidence in relation to — 

(i) a prosecution that has commenced but has not been finalised; or 

(ii) an investigation, of which the Council is aware, into whether or not an 
offence has been committed; 

(h) whether the substance of the identifying evidence has already been disclosed by the 
informant or any other person; 

(i) the risk to national security or to the security of the State; 

(j) whether or not there was misconduct on the part of the informant or the journalist in 
relation to obtaining, using, giving or receiving information. 

The Attorney General would like to contribute to this motion. But first, I will sit down and allow the Leader of 
the Opposition to make some comments. 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the Opposition) [3.54 pm]: I rise to indicate that the 
opposition will support the motion moved by Hon Peter Collier. By way of background, the last Parliament dealt 
with a bill that went to offering protections to certain professionals, including two journalists in respect to 
protecting the sources of their information. A contentious issue arose in the course of debate around that bill that 
went to Parliament’s rights to assert itself. The Clerk of the house received advice and the matter was referred to 
the Procedure and Privileges Committee. A report that was prepared and presented to the house recommended 
that changes be made to standing orders to assert the right of the house when it came to asking for information. 
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A couple of options in that report were presented to the house. The government has chosen the form of words 
moved in the motion to be the schedule inserted into our standing orders.  

The opposition takes the view that it agrees that given the committee has recommended that the standing orders 
be changed to reflect the house’s rights in respect to those protections, that this is the best course of action to 
adopt. Even though we took a different position in the course of the debate about the actual content of the bill, 
given that the Procedure and Privileges Committee has made recommendations and the house has accepted the 
report of that committee, we are prepared to accept the version of the change to the standing orders before us. 
Hopefully, that has given the Attorney General enough time to make his comments. The opposition will support 
the addition of the schedule to our standing orders.  

HON MICHAEL MISCHIN (North Metropolitan — Attorney General) [3:56 pm]: I thank the Leader of the 
Opposition for indicating the Labor Party’s support for the proposed amendment to standing orders. By way of a 
brief summary of the history of the matter, to put it into context for those members who joined us only in May 
this year: following its introduction, the Evidence and Public Interest Disclosure Legislation Amendment Bill 
was the subject of considerable debate in this house. Its purpose was the fulfilment of an election commitment 
made by the government back in 2008 that, following certain controversies that had arisen under the term of the 
previous government as to the protection of journalists’ sources and so-called journalist privilege, legislation 
would be introduced to provide a shield to journalists to legitimately protect their sources in the case of 
confidential communications. That protection would not only embrace cases of litigation but would also embrace 
the event that a journalist was required to give evidence before a parliamentary committee or inquiry. After an 
examination of the various models of so-called journalist privilege available in other states and was being 
proposed by the commonwealth, the government formulated its bill which dealt with confidential 
communications not only to journalists but also to other professionals such as medical practitioners, psychiatrists 
and psychologists, who may from time to time receive confidential material from patients but would ordinarily 
not be able to protect those communications in the case of legal proceedings. Some limited shield has been 
provided to those professions akin to legal professional privilege but by no means is absolute because different 
public policy considerations apply. Rather than lump journalists under the same heading as other professionals, 
separate provisions were made for them under the bill.  

The position of journalists is a rather different one from other professionals. Journalists do not have a client as 
such and different ethical considerations also apply. In any event the way that the bill was originally drafted was 
to put in a provision that would apply the same principles not only to courts and other tribunals, but also to 
Parliament and its committees. Advice was received from the Clerk of this place that it had the potential to be an 
encroachment on parliamentary sovereignty, and there was considerable debate about that. I will not go through 
the various iterations of that debate and how it evolved, but suffice it to say that the view was taken that to leave 
the bill in its then form would be an encroachment upon parliamentary privilege and that some other provision 
ought to be made for providing that protection, but not in a way that would encroach upon Parliament’s 
prerogatives. Ultimately, Parliament is the superior tribunal in this state and it ought not to be bound by the same 
principles as other tribunals. It must have the power to seek out the facts as necessary in appropriate cases.  

At the end of last year, the Standing Committee on Procedure and Privileges recommended a new form of words 
to be included in the standing orders. The government’s position during the progress of the bill in its latter stages 
was to amend the bill to exclude Parliament from the operation of the bill on the basis that its commitment would 
be fulfilled by moving appropriate amendments to the standing orders of this place and the other place. I am 
pleased to say that today is the fulfilment of that commitment.  

The standing committee has looked at the bill, which has now been in operation for some time. Despite some 
initial criticism from certain journalists and academics, it has proved to be effective. It has not been tested very 
often and I hope it does not have to be tested very often. It seems to have worked satisfactorily so far. Issues in a 
recent case were decided in accordance with the principles of this act, albeit that the act may not have been 
operative. Certainly the principles were considered to be sound and a decision was made in accordance with 
them. Plainly the terms of the bill do not comfortably sit with the way Parliament operates. Therefore, the 
standing committee has looked at the provisions of the bill and customised them accordingly to suit the processes 
of Parliament and how Parliament works. Two options were presented in the standing committee’s report. The 
government has selected the minimalist one with the least number of necessary changes that will give effect to 
the same principles in parliamentary committees. It does not eliminate the power of parliamentary committees to 
discern the truth in appropriate cases if necessary, as Parliament must always have that power, but it sets out a 
process that ought to be followed so that only appropriate cases can be dealt with in that fashion and sources 
revealed when sources have provided confidential information on the understanding that their identity will 
remain private to the journalist.  
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By its very nature the original bill was read in conjunction with other provisions that dealt with so-called 
whistleblower protections and the like. One does not see it simply in isolation or in a vacuum. The modification 
of Parliament’s procedures to accommodate the principles set out in the bill is a very worthy one. I am very 
pleased that from the perspective of the government we have fulfilled our commitment to the community more 
generally. Although it is called “journalist’s privilege”, it is really something that protects members of the 
community and not only journalists. We have fulfilled our commitments to the community and journalists and 
our undertaking to this place that we would move more appropriate amendments to the standing orders. The 
opposition needs to be commended for its support of the amendment of standing orders in this fashion.  

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [4.05 pm]: I express the Greens’ support for this new 
standing order. I hope the minister will accept my remarks even after he has spoken. Sorry, but I was away on 
urgent parliamentary business, and I do mean urgent.  
Hon Michael Mischin: I am feeling very expansive today.  

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: The new standing order will help to further maintaining journalistic integrity in the 
state and enriching journalists’ capacity to inform the public on matters of public interest as whistleblowers and 
informants will not shy away from revealing important information that could potentially harm them if their 
identity was revealed. The Greens (WA) support the freedom of the press and a media that provides potentially 
vital news of public interest and is not haltered through fear of the safety of its sources. Former Greens member 
of the Legislative Council, Giz Watson, and Senator Scott Ludlam have both expressed support of shield laws 
that protect journalists and their sources. This standing order reinforces that. The Attorney General may be 
interested to learn that at a commonwealth level, Senator Ludlam has moved an amendment to ensure security 
and protection for bloggers and journalists who fall under the journalism umbrella. He put out a media release on 
3 March, which stated — 

“Effective shield laws for journalists and public service whistle-blowers act as an encouragement to 
vigilance and integrity,” said Senator Ludlam. “If journalists can not protect their sources, we will not 
have people coming forward to expose wrong-doing and abuses of power.”  

… 

“Legislation in most democratic countries provides for a rebuttable presumption of journalists’ 
privilege. The United Kingdom, New Zealand and most US states provide legal protection for 
journalists’ sources … 

Members may recall that during parliamentary debate on the bill in 2011, Hon Giz Watson stated — 

We believe in media diversity in content and format, and that strong, independent, public and 
community media are an essential part of the Australian democratic community.  

Of course, I could not agree with these points more. I support that the standing order does not hand absolute 
power to journalists. We must balance the revealing of sources against the level of public interest that revealing 
that source wields. I support that we in this Council do not ask journalists to reveal the identity of a source 
unless it is established that the revealing of a source outweighs — 

(a) any likely adverse effect of the disclosure of the identity on the informant or any other person; 
and  

(b) the public interest in the communication of facts and opinions to the public by the news media 
and, accordingly also, in the ability of the news media to access sources of facts.  

I support the new standing order.  

HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [4.09 pm]: I rise to contribute to the consideration of this motion 
moved by the Leader of the House because I did not necessarily expect that we would deal with this matter 
today, but it seems that we are moving at great pace this afternoon, which is always a good thing, particularly for 
the Legislative Council. I was caught slightly off guard and I was called away this afternoon on urgent 
parliamentary business, which is a shame because I had intended to contribute to one of the earlier bills that 
passed at great pace earlier this afternoon.  

Hon Ken Travers: Your leader was hoping you would too.  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Yes. I was away on urgent parliamentary business and I was not summoned, so, 
unfortunately, I could not speak on the Statutes (Repeals and Minor Amendments) Bill 2013. Nevertheless, I 
have a lot to say about the protection of the identity of journalists’ informants. This is a most serious matter that 
is before the house. I do not want to repeat the history of this matter; that has already been undertaken by 
speakers before me. However, I definitely want to draw to the attention of members a very recent case that came 
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before the Supreme Court of Western Australia in which a journalist had to fight for the right to protect sources 
and which puts into context the motion we have before us. In essence, the matter before the Supreme Court, 
which I will unpack in a moment in the limited time I have this afternoon, was dealt with under the existing 
provisions in the law. This proposed new standing order is—if members like—a variant to that, because if it is 
agreed to, it will apply to Parliament and in particular to the committees of Parliament. I am on the record in the 
thirty-eighth Parliament, when we considered the substantive bill on this matter, as indicating my support for 
consideration to be given to housing these provisions in the standing orders, rather than consideration for the use 
of an inappropriate attempt to shackle Parliament by way of a statute. This is a much more satisfactory and 
elegant solution as it will, if agreed to, ensure that the house remains the author of its own destiny. 

In the few minutes I have this afternoon, I will share with the house a little of this case that took place before the 
Supreme Court. I will read in particular from an article in The West Australian. For those members who want to 
verify what I will say—such as Hon Sally Talbot who will be keen to ensure that whatever I say is accurate—the 
article can be found at thewest.com and is entitled “Journalist fights for the right to protect sources”. It is a co-
authored article by Colleen Egan and Amanda Banks of which the most recent version I have is dated 
5 September 2012. It will be instructive if I quote from this short article for the benefit of members so that they 
get a brief understanding of the matters at hand. It reads — 

Lawyers for Gina Rinehart yesterday continued the billionaire’s attempt to force journalist Steve 
Pennells and _The West Australian_ to hand over “communications” related to exclusive articles about 
her legal battles with her children. 

Senior counsel David Studdy, for Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd, told the Supreme Court the documents 
were needed to prove that confidentiality agreements had been breached in a private deed between Mrs 
Rinehart and three of her children, including son John Hancock. 

The allegations have emerged amid a family feud over part of the inheritance from mining magnate 
Lang Hancock’s estate. 

Pennells and _The West_ are resisting the subpoenas, which are part of an arbitration process based in 
Sydney, because journalists are ethically bound to protect the confidentiality of their sources. 
Mr Studdy told the court that it was “inappropriate in the circumstances” for Pennells and _The West_ 
to object to handing over documents and there was a “legitimate forensic purpose” for the action. 

“We do have evidence, we say compelling evidence, that there have been breaches (of the deed),” he 
said. 

He said it was clear from articles in _The West_ and a book on Mrs Rinehart that Pennells had 
interviewed and spoken with Mr Hancock “and the latter has provided information to Mr Pennells”. 
But lawyer Robert Anderson, for Pennells and West Australian Newspapers, argued the subpoena 
served on Pennells was oppressive because the documents belonged to his employer and control of the 
matter was ultimately not his responsibility. 

He said Pennells was being forced to choose between breaching agreements of confidentiality with 
sources and facing penalties for refusing to comply with the court directions. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 3997.] 

Sitting suspended from 4.15 to 4.30 pm 
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